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Abstract
As the Internet usage grows, existing network infrastructure must deal with increas-
ing demand. One way to deal with this is to increase network capacity, and another,
is to set network parameters appropriately. In this dissertation we contribute to the
latter approach by determining the unique network paths data must flow over from its
origin to its destination, while accounting for an Active Queue Management method,
Random Early Detection (RED). We formulate a mixed integer non-linear program to
determine the data paths, referred to as a routing policy. We prove that determining
an optimal routing policy that accounts for RED is NP-Hard. Furthermore, in order
for the generated routing policies to be real-world implementable, also known as re-
alizable, we must determine weights for all arcs in the network such that solving the
all pairs shortest path problem using these weights reproduces the routing policies.
We show that determining if our generated routing policies are realizable is NP-Hard.
Fortunately, using traffic data from three real-world networks, we are able to find real-
izable routing policies for these networks that account for RED, using an off-the-shelf
solver, and policies found perform better than those used in those networks at the
time the data was collected.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Today’s world is witnessing the fast growth of the Internet while embracing the ben-
efits it brings. Over the past decade, Internet usage has increased by nearly 40%
year by year [7], and according to an estimate by Cisco [8], this upward trend is
likely to carry on over the next few years at a consistent pace. As much as people
enjoy the convenience offered by the vast development of the Internet, they have to
occasionally contend with slow speeds, especially when networks fail to accommodate
large demands, resulting in network congestion [23, 33]. To resolve the slow speeds
resulting from congestion, network service providers might use network provisioning,
usually associated with hardware upgrades. However, network provisioning may re-
quire investment in network infrastructure, and this process could be very costly.
Alternatively, network operators may reconfigure the protocols used by the existing
infrastructure to obtain a better traffic distribution, thereby reducing the degree of
congestion without further network investment. In this dissertation, we show one
method that can indeed deliver more traffic in a network simply by reconfiguring
existing network protocols. Specifically, we discuss a mathematical model that max-
imizes the amount of data traffic delivered in a network under a congestion control
mechanism while accounting for the behaviour of standard network protocols.
We model a computer network as a simple graph that contains nodes to represent
routers and arcs to represent links. Based on this graphical model, we develop a
mathematical optimization program, inspired by the classical multi-commodity flow
problem [21], to model the network traffic flow process. This model finds routing
policies, i.e., the paths that the data must take from its source to destination, that
maximize the total data received at all destinations, while accounting for Random
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Early Detection (RED), to deal with congestion. RED is a protocol implemented
on each router that increasingly drops incoming data as the flow of data across that
router increases. In conjunction with other network protocols, RED is able to con-
trol the data transmission rate and hence reduces network congestion. Our model
determines the routing policies that take into account the data dropping mechanism
of RED, and indeed, our model minimizes data loss from such dropping mechanism
by maximizing the total data delivered. We show that the developed model is com-
putationally intractable. However, using an off-the-shelf solver we can obtain good
solutions to real-world network instances [1]. The results of our experiments show
that our generated policies perform better than the policies used by the real-world
networks. We also develop a revised formulation that provides robust routing policies
that account for different demand realizations, and the results of the corresponding
experiments show that the generated robust routing policies outperform the policies
used in real-world networks. In addition, we examine the realizability problem for gen-
erated routing policies; that is, we would like to determine whether routing policies
generated by our mathematical programs can be configured using standard routing
protocols, so that these policies are real-world applicable. In particular, we consider
the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) routing protocol [32], where OSPF requires
paths be the same as those found by solving an all-pairs shortest path problem, or
simply put, the paths must be the shortest with respect to a set of pre-determined
arc weights. We show that we can find OSPF arc weights for the corresponding net-
work graph for each of our instances in the experiments even though, in general, this
problem is computationally intractable, one thing that is also shown in this document.
To summarize the contributions of this work is as follows:
• Define the mathematical model to find the all-pairs routing policies that account
for RED.
• Prove that the model above is NP-Hard.
• Formulate the all-pairs inverse shortest path problem, used to determine OSPF
arc weights that realize a prescribed set of paths as shortest paths.
• Prove that all-pairs inverse shortest path problem is NP-Hard.
• Show using the models above, we can generate realizable all-pairs OSPF routing
policies for 3 real-world networks, and the ones found are better than those
currently used.
2
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the background and
context of our research, as well as the related work. Chapter 3 formulates the mathe-
matical model for network traffic flow under RED and shows the properties associated
with the model. Chapter 4 discusses practical implication of the model from Chapter
3. Chapter 5 gives a proof of NP-Hardness of the All-Pair Routing Problem Under
RED defined in Chapter 3. Chapter 6 gives a proof of the NP-Hardness of the All-Pair
Inverse Shortest Path problem defined in Chapter 3. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes
the project and discusses future directions.
3
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we introduce the background of our work, focusing on the structure
of computer networks and the network protocol stack. We then go through the recent
development in two fields that relate to our work, intra-domain traffic engineering and
Random Early Detection. Finally, we include the related work in these two fields.
2.1 Network Layers and Protocols
A classic computer network is designed with a multi-layer structure, using protocols to
dictate data transmission among layers [31]. Networking model is defined differently
in the literature so that there exist various layer stacks. Our discussion below is
based on the definition in Kurose and Forouzan [31]. The physcial layer and the
link layer deals with the physical components and link to link hop. The application
layer provides network applications to network users who generate data requests. In
addition, lying in between the link layer and the application layer, the transport
layer and the network layer are designed to regulate data transmission behaviour
with various types of protocols, thereby making connections between the link and the
application layers. Protocols in the transport layer, e.g., TCP and UDP, define the
end-user data transmission, i.e., how data should be sent between end user processes;
protocols in the network layer define the end-to-end data transmission process across
a network between end user machines. When all the protocols of these two layers
interacting with each other, network users send and request data, thereby generating
data traffic flow across the network.
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There are many network protocols in both the transport layer and the network layer
for various purposes. Network administrators may even slightly modify standard
protocols for specific needs. As a result, networks from different regions may use
different sets of protocols that work better for their own interests. A set of routers
administered by one organization is referred to as an autonomous system (AS). Within
an AS, routing policies are set in accordance with the interests of the organization [22,
30, 31, 34]. In an AS, network administrators use intra-domain routing protocols to
determine paths between each source and destination router pair; a forwarding table
is built in each router, indicating the next router that data is sent. In particular,
shortest path routing protocols, for example Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), are
one of the commonly used routing protocols. These protocols determine the shortest
paths to transmit data between the source and destination routers, with respect to
certain arc metrics. If we consider an AS as a simple graph, where each router is a
node and each communication link is an arc, then on each arc, network administrators
assign an upper-bounded positive integer (in OSPF [32] case bounded above by 216−1)
as the administrative weight. Moreover, the routing protocol used by this AS chooses
a shortest path algorithm (e.g. Dijkstra’s Algorithm [19]) to determine the shortest
path with respect to these administrative weights.
2.2 Intra-Domain Traffic Engineering
In general, configurations of routing protocols tend to be stable. For example, ac-
cording to Cisco’s suggestion [6], OSPF arc weights can be set as the reciprocals of
arc capacities. Arc capacities are unlikely to change, unless hardware upgrades are
made; therefore, Cisco’s standard arc weights are likely to remain constant. This sta-
bility may seem reliable in normal situations, but it does not guarantee good network
performance, which is important especially when network usage increases. Typical
network performance measures include average delay, packet loss percentage, and to-
tal throughput. As more traffic is generated due to the boost in network usage, it
could be preferable for network operators to reconfigure routing protocols so that some
of the performance measures are optimized. This idea helps motivate the invention of
Traffic Engineering. Traffic Engineering (TE) [11, 12] is the process that provides deci-
sions in the construction and administration of a network by using the measurement,
modelling, application and control of Internet traffic in order to optimize network
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performance measures. In particular, the intra-domain TE problem deals with intra-
domain routing protocols as noted earlier in this chapter. Many researchers studied
the intra-domain TE problem and have focused specifically on variants where shortest
path routing protocols are used [10, 14, 26]. In order to restrict the model under the
context of the shortest path routing protocols, the inverse shortest path problem [17]
are incorporated as part of the problem. The inverse shortest path problem deter-
mines a set of arc weights such that some prescribed paths are shortest paths with
respect to these weights. Even though most of these TE problems are proven to be
hard to solve, they are still able to perform well for certain real-world situations. Some
national research networks have used relevant results from solving their TE problems
in designing their routing policies for a few years [15].
Intra-domain TE problem under shortest path routing has been studied extensively
in the past decade [14, 26]. The survey done in 2009 [10] by a group of outstanding
researchers in this field has a thorough breakdown of this field. Fortz and Thorpe
gives a formulation based on the multicommodity flow problem [21] and prove the
NP-Hardness of the TE problem with Equal Cost Multipath rule [26], and discuss a
local-search heuristics. Bley focus on the unique shortest path rule [14], and prove
the NP-Hardness of the inverse shortest path problem for unique shortest path rule
as well as the routing problem. We prove a hardness result similar to Bley’s inverse
shortest path problem and used a similar structure to Bley’s proof.
2.3 Random Early Detection
One of the major concerns by network engineers, as well as the entire Internet com-
munity, is congestion, which occurs when there is too much data traffic sent through
the same transmission link. When a network is congested, depending upon the un-
derlying transport layer protocols, different scenarios may occur. Slow speeds are
common outcomes; while in a more severe scenario, data may have to be dropped
out of the network to revive a heavily congested link. Congestion control has been
an increasingly popular topic of network design. In the transport layer, Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) has its own congestion control procedure. Whenever a data
packet is dropped, a TCP sender infers a packet is dropped and slows down the send-
ing rate exponentially and resends the packet. However, as pointed out in [16], this
congestion control mechanism reacts too slowly to a burst of traffic flow coming into a
congested node. Based on the standard Tail Drop rule [18] for queue management, the
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burst of flow will fill up a limited-sized buffer, where all incoming packets are waiting
to be processed at the router, and all the remaining unqueued data packets will be
dropped. Even though under TCP, every dropped data packets is guaranteed to be
resent, Tail Drop mechanism could still result in irrecoverable outcomes. In order
to provide a more effective congestion control method, Active Queue Management
(AQM) was developed and standardized from early 2000s [16]. One of the earliest
AQM, Random Early Detection (RED), is widely considered and extended over the
past two decades [25]. RED specifies two parameters, maxth, the maximum threshold,
and minth, the minimum threshold, corresponding to the maximum and the minimum
buffer size for RED mechanism respectively. When the queue length is less than the
minimum threshold, RED retains all incoming data packets in the queue; when the
queue length is larger than the maximum threshold, all the incoming packets will be
dropped. Whenever the queue length is within maxth and minth, each newly arrived
packet is dropped with a known probability that increases with queue length. The
RED process is summrized in Figure 2.1. The difference between RED and Tail Drop
is that RED can possibly drop packets even when the buffer is not full while Tail
Drop will only drop packets from the queue whenever it is full. Clearly, RED prevents
bad results when there are bursts of traffic flow approaching routers, a scenario that
usually occurs in practice [16].
Figure 2.1: Random Early Detection
Random Early Detection has been studied since mid-1990s when it was introduced
by [25]. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has provided documents formal-
izing and standardizing RED [16] Many researchers analyze the shortcomings of the
original RED and invent their respective variants. Most of the researches regarding
the variants of RED have taken the queueing analysis into account, with simulation
results shown, in order to understand the analytical behavior of RED and the possible
enhancement of RED [9, 13, 24]. Cisco uses a variant of RED called Weighted RED
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(WRED), which is a slight modification of RED with a weight component to adjust
the thresholds for different traffic flow classes [3, 4]. Dimitrov [20] introduces a de-
terministic way of describing RED mechanism, and incorporate it into a TE problem
with Multi-protocol Label Switching (MPLS). The deterministic RED function in-
vented by Dimitrov measures the proportional data flow received over data flow sent,
and use the corresponding data loss across an arc to simulate the dropping process
of RED. We incorporate RED mechanism into the TE formulation and search for the
optimal OSPF routing policy.
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Chapter 3
Modelling
In this Chapter, we formally introduce the main routing problem to address, the
OSPF routing problem under RED. We reexamine RED from a mathematical per-
spective, and develop functions that approximate the RED process. To solve the
routing problem, we propose and explain a mathematical program that incorporates
the RED functions. We discuss the inverse shortest path problem used to determine
arc metrics based on the derived routing policy from the math program. Finally, we
show several properties associated with the models.
3.1 RED functions
We consider Random Early Detection (RED) introduced in Chapter 2. Recall that
to implement RED, we need to specify two parameters, minth and maxth, of buffer
length. According to RED, all incoming packets will be dropped when the queue
length exceed maxth. Note that in a traditional Drop-Tail mechanism, incoming
packets are dropped when the buffer is full, i.e., the queue length reaches the capacity
of the buffer. Due to this similarity, we can think of the maxth as the effective
capacity, or buffer size, of the buffer and therefore render the maxth irrelevant. Let
u be maxth, the effective capacity, and β be the minth, the effective starting point of
data dropping. Then β ≤ u. Let tin be the variable representing the current queue
length in the buffer, then the surviving probability of the data packet is 1 if tin ≤ β
and 0 if tin ≥ u. Note that if we set β = u = capacity then this probability function
is a binary function that depicts the Drop-Tail mechanism.
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When β ≤ tin ≤ u, any incoming data packet is assigned with a probability, whose
value is determined by the queue length. RED assumes that the relationship between
the dropping probability and the queue length is linear. With the notations and
assumptions above, we define a function g : Z+ → [0, 1] of queue length, to represent
the surviving probability as follows:
g(tin) =

1 0 ≤ tin ≤ β
1− tin−β
u−β β ≤ tin ≤ u
0 u ≤ tin
,
Note that the domain of the surviving probability function is all positive integers,
since we are counting the number of packets in the queue. It is much more convenient
to extend the domain into all the real numbers, so we have to tweak some concepts
here. We define traffic flow as the size of the data packets transmitted. If the flow
over an arc is 5GB, it means that the size of all the packets that pass through this arc
is 5GB. Therefore, we can use the traffic flow as a continuous variable describing the
amount of traffic coming into a buffer. Thus, we have a extended function g : R+[0, 1]
of traffic flow, to represent the proportion of data traffic retained due to RED.
Note that the function g determines the retained data according to the flow received
tin (enqueued packets). However, it is more convenient to express the retained data
in terms of the flow sent over the arc, tout. We introduce a function to quantify
the percentage of data retained over an arc in terms of tout. Consider an arc (i, j).
Specifically, suppose we send tout units of traffic flow over (i, j) from i. Note that
the buffer at j is not accepting all tout units of flow, due to dropping. We define a
function f : R→ [0, 1] of flow sent from the head node, to represent the proportion of
flow received at the tail node. With this function, we see that tout · f(tout) represent
the amount of flow that is enqueued at node j, i.e., tin. By definition, g(tin) =
g(tout · f(tout)) is the proportion of flow received at node j, which equals to f(tout).
Thus we have
f(tout) = g(toutf(tout))
=

1 0 ≤ toutf(tout) ≤ β
1− toutf(tout)−β
u−β β ≤ toutf(tout) ≤ u
0 u ≤ toutf(tout)
. (3.1)
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Note that since f(tout) ≤ 1, toutf(tout) ≤ β if tout ≤ β, so f(tout) = 1 for all 0 ≤
tout ≤ β. Also when tout ≥ β, it satisfies that f(tout) = 1− toutf(tout)−βu−β , and solving the
equation for f(tout) gives f(tout) =
u
u−β+tout . Moreover, as tout grows, f(tout) decreases,
and toutf(tout) will never be greater than u, therefore, f(tout) will never be zero. Thus,
we have the following close-form formula for f :
f(tout) =
1 if 0 ≤ tout ≤ βu
u−β+tout if β ≤ tout
.
3.2 Problem Definition
We define the All-Pairs routing problem under RED as follows.
Given: Let G = (N,A) be a directed graph, T be the set of all-pair commodities such
that |T | = N · (N − 1). For each Commodity k ∈ T , let ck be the weight, sk > 0
be the units of flow at the source node ok ∈ N to be sent to the destination
node dk ∈ N .
Find: A unique simple path {ak} ⊆ A for each k ∈ T .
Objective: Maximize the total weighted flow delivered under RED.
Considering an Internet backbone network, we assume that there is positive demand
across all pairs of nodes in the network. Therefore in the problem definition, there
are N · (N −1) commodities to indicate that every ordered pair induces a commodity,
and sk > 0,∀k ∈ T indicates that all the commodities have positive demands.
We show that this problem is NP-Hard, deducing that the original OSPF Routing
Problem under RED is NP-Hard.
Theorem 3.1. All-Pair OSPF Routing Problem under RED is NP-Hard.
The proof is shown in Chapter 5.
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3.3 The Mathematical Program
We define the following variables and notations:
• xki : the amount of flow of commodity k ∈ T present at node i ∈ N
• αkij: binary variables indicating whether commodity k ∈ T is send through arc
(i, j), for each arc (i, j) ∈ A
• fij: the RED function f as in (3.1), for arc (i, j) ∈ A
We propose a model to solve the All-Pairs routing problem under RED as follows:
max
α,x
K∑
k=1
ckxkdk (3.2a)
s.t. xkok = s
k k ∈ T (3.2b)∑
j∈δ+(ok)
αkokj = 1 k ∈ T (3.2c)∑
j∈δ−(dk)
αkjdk = 1 k ∈ T (3.2d)∑
j∈δ−(ok)
αkjok = 0 k ∈ T (3.2e)∑
j∈δ+(dk)
αkdkj = 0 k ∈ T (3.2f)∑
i∈δ−(j)
αkij =
∑
i∈δ+(j)
αkji k ∈ T, j 6= ok, dk (3.2g)∑
i∈δ−(j)
αkij ≤ 1 k ∈ T, j 6= ok, dk (3.2h)
∑
i∈δ−(j)
αkijx
k
i fij(
K∑
l=1
αlijx
l
i)− xkj = 0 k ∈ T, j ∈ N : j 6= ok (3.2i)
αkij ∈ {0, 1}n (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ T (3.2j)
.
The Source Constraints (3.2b) represent the value of the flow units at origin node for
each commodity. The four constraints (3.2c), (3.2d), (3.2e), (3.2f) ensures that there
will be exactly one arc out of the origin selected and one arc into destination selected
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for a fixed commodity, and a commodity does not return to its source or leaves from
its destination. The Balance Constraints (3.2g) guarantees the outflow and inflow
of each commodity is the same for all non source and destination nodes . The next
constraint, (3.2h), ensures there is at most one arc used to send each commodity out
of each non source and destination node in the network, and it guarantees that there
will not be any cycles (notice that α may induce some node disjoint cycles, but these
cycles are disconnected with either the origin or destination of any commodity and
therefore are ignored).
In summary, the constraints ensure there is one simple path between each origin-
destination pair as the routing path and data flow is sent through these paths subject
to RED, and the total weighted flow is maximized.
3.4 Non-convexity of (3.2)
We say a mathematical program convex if its objective function is convex and its
feasible region is convex, that is, the feasible region contains the mid points between
any two distinct feasible points. We show that (3.2) is non-convex.
Theorem 3.2. The feasible region of the“relaxed” Model
(3.2b)(3.2c)(3.2d)(3.2e)(3.2f)(3.2g)(3.2h)(3.2i) (3.3a)
αkij ≥ 0 (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ T (3.3b)
is non-convex.
Proof. Consider (3.3) on Diamond Network shown in Figure 3.1 with two units of
one commodity to send from Node 1 to Node 4, and the RED function is
fi,j(t) =
1 if 0 ≤ t ≤ 12
1+t
o.w.
.
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Figure 3.1: Diamond Network
There are two possible paths that form two feasible solutions:
P1 :Node 1→ Node 2→ Node 4
P2 :Node 1→ Node 3→ Node 4
.
The corresponding solutions are determined as follows: with 2 units of flow in the first
step, 2
2−1+2 =
2
3
of the flow will be preserved. At the second step, the flow received
will be 2× 2
3
= 4
3
, so 2
2−1+ 4
3
= 6
7
will be preserved, thus, the total flow received at the
destination node is 4
3
× 6
7
= 8
7
.
(x11, x
1
2, x
1
3, x
1
4, α
1
12, α
1
24, α
1
13, α34)
P1 : γ1 ≡ (2, 4
3
, 0,
8
7
, 1, 1, 0, 0)
P2 : γ2 ≡ (2, 0, 4
3
,
8
7
, 0, 0, 1, 1)
.
However, the average γ ≡ 1
2
(γ1 + γ2) is not a feasible solution to (3.3). The α
components of γ is (1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
, 1
2
) but the corresponding flow component x should be
(2, 1, 1, 2), due to the fact that we separate the flow evenly with 1 through two paths
and therefore no loss is incurred in the entire network, and clearly which does not
equal to the x components of γ.
Therefore, the feasible region of (3.3) is non convex.
We prove that the feasible region of (3.3) is non-convex and hence conclude that (3.2)
is a non-convex mixed integer non-linear programming problem. To further extend
our analysis, we will show that this problem is in fact NP-Hard, to conclude that there
are unlikely efficient algorithms to solve the problem exactly. On the other hand, at
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the current stage, we aim to obtain a feasible solution, i.e., a routing scheme that
might be more promising than the industry benchmark.
3.5 OSPF Path Realizability
Since our ultimate goal is to find an improved OSPF Routing policy, we need to
verify the computed routing policy from (3.2) is indeed OSPF-configurable, or OSPF-
realizable. In general, this is a decision problem in which given a set of simple paths,
we decide if there is a set of arc metrics with which the paths can be realizable. This
problem is called the Inverse Shortest Path (ISP) problem. ISP has been studied from
early 1990s [17]. Bley [14] shows how to apply ISP to network application.
The formal statement of Inverse Shortest Path (ISP) is as follows:
Given: A graph G = (N,A), and a set of paths Pk, k ∈ T .
Find: arc weight λa ∈ N | λ ≥ 1,∀a ∈ A s.t. the given paths are the shortest paths
w.r.t. λ.
The Shortest Path Problem, the opposite of ISP, is one of the earliest optimization
problems in graph theory. Algorithms based on dynamic programming or linear opti-
mization are studied [19]. The problem is defined as follows:
Definition 3.3 (r-s Shortest Path Problem). Given a digraph G = (N,A) and arc
weight λ ∈ R|A|+ , and two distinct node s, r ∈ N . Determine the shortest rs-path with
respect to the weight λ.
Note that ∀a ∈ A, ∃ ordered pair (u, v) = a, so we also use notation (u, v) to denote
an arc. Let xe,∀e ∈ A be the indicator of whether e is in the shortest r-s path. Then
the shortest r-s path linear program is as follows:
min
x
∑
e∈A
λexe
s.t.
∑
(w,v)∈A
x(w,v) −
∑
(v,w)∈A
x(v,w) = bv,∀v ∈ N
x(v,w) ≥ 0,∀(v, w) ∈ A
, (P-SP)
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where
bv =

1 if v = s
−1 if v = r
0 otherwise
.
The dual can be found as follows:
max
y
ys − yr
s.t. yw − yv ≤ λ(v,w),∀vw ∈ A
. (D-SP)
According to the Complementary Slackness Condition, we know that if x, y are optimal
for (P-SP) and (D-SP) respectively,
xvw > 0⇒ yw − yv = λ(v,w).
Therefore, suppose x is fixed, a necessary condition for x being the characteristic
vector of a shortest path is that we can find y ∈ RN , λ ∈ NA+ s.t.
yw − yv = λ(v,w).
Thus, we can define for each node v ∈ N a vector yu ∈ RN , and formulate the Inverse
Shortest Path problem as follows:
yuw − yuv ≤ λ(v,w),∀u ∈ N, ∀(v, w) ∈ A (3.4a)
yuw − yuv = λ(v,w),∀u ∈ N, u = ok, (v, w) ∈ Pk,∀k ∈ T (3.4b)
λ ≥ 1, λ ∈ NA (3.4c)
, where Pk in (3.4b) is the prescribed path for commodity k.
Note that if we allow λ to take values from all non-negative real numbers, we can just
set λ = 0 to be the trivial solution and the problem is solved. Therefore, we want to
set the weight to be positive and for practical purpose, we let λ ≥ 1.
Note that (3.5) is polynomially solvable when all the parameters are rational, because
we can solve it as a linear program and round the solution to integer values. However,
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in the context of network routing, as arc weights used by shortest path routing pro-
tocols, such as OSPF and IS-IS, are bounded above, so we need to add an additional
constraint to accommodate this feature, obtaining the following formulation:
(3.4a)(3.4b) (3.5a)
λ ≥ 1, λ ∈ NA, λ ≤ D (3.5b)
, where D is the upper bound of the arc weights
Most of the inverse shortest path formulation in the literature is based on the one
above, where yuv , u ∈ N, v ∈ N is interpreted as the weight of the shortest path from
u to v. Many researchers [14, 27] in the field of network design have studied this
problem to help understand better the OSPF path realizability problem. Bley proved
an inapproximability result for inverse shortest path problem with unique shortest
path. We looked at a revised version of this problem such that a path between any
pair of nodes are prescribed as the shortest path while the paths do not have to be
unique.
As in the context of our research, we consider backbone networks where routing
policies for all pairs of nodes need to be found, we also need to consider the All-
Pairs variant of the Inverse Shortest Path Problem, which to our knowledge has yet
to be addressed in the literature.
3.5.1 All-Pair Inverse Shortest Path Problem
Similar to the All-Pair OSPF Routing under RED, we also study the All-Pairs variant
of Inverse Shortest Path Problem where the inputs are paths between every pair of
nodes. We show that the variant of this problem where the paths are not necessarily
unique shortest paths is NP-Hard. Work by Bley [14] looks at the ISP variants for
directed network and commodities are a subset of all pairs of nodes.
Given: a graph G = (V,E), where V is the vertex set and E is the edge set, and a
set of paths of G: {Pij ⊂ E : i, j ∈ V, i 6= j}, a positive number D.
Find: edge weights λe ∈ N+, e ∈ E, s.t. λe ≤ D, and Pij is the shortest path between
i and j. (The shortest paths are not necessarily unique.).
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Theorem 3.4. The All-Pair Non-Unique Inverse Shortest Path Problem is NP-Hard.
The proof is shown in Chapter 6. Our proof is inspired by Bley’s proof. We adapt a
similar graph structure that Bley invented.
3.6 Possibility of Merging the Routing Problem
and the Realizability Problem
We study the All-Pairs Routing Problem under RED and the All-Pairs Inverse Short-
est Path Problem separately and examine properties associated with the individual
problems. We use the paths generated by (3.2) as input in the (3.5) to see if the
paths are realizable. It should be noted that it is not necessary to separate the All-
Pairs Routing Problem under RED and the All-Pairs Inverse Shortest Path Problem.
We could incorporate (3.5) constraints into (3.2) and solve the combined problem.
However, combining the formulation does necessarily introduces additional integer
variables in the order of |A| and therefore can potentially increase the runtime. Fur-
thermore, we find that it might not be necessary to restrict α in (3.2) with the ISP
constraints, as our experiments show that all the computed routing policies from the
All-Pairs Routing Problem are realizable. The details of the experiments are shown
in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Numerical Experiments
Even though the All-Pairs Routing Problem under RED is NP-hard, in this chapter,
we show how we can solve the problem for 3 real-world networks. Before presenting
our results, we show the modifications made to (3.2) in order to improve its solvability.
4.1 Modification of the formulation
We illustrate a few approaches in modifying (3.2) in this section.
4.1.1 Approximating the RED function
Recall that the RED function defined in (3.1) is a continuous, piecewise function.
Since f(t) ≤ 1 for all t > β, we can rewrite the function as a capped function, i.e.,
f(t) = min
{
1,
u
u− β + t
}
, t ≥ 0.
In general, the original RED function (3.1), being a non-smooth function, brings
computational difficulty to the problem. Preliminary results suggest that the problem
scales exponentially, and for a medium sized network with 11 nodes and 14 arcs, most
solvers cannot even stop iterating in weeks. To solve this computational issue, we
propose to approximate the RED function with a smooth functions, with which the
modified model can still produce a feasible routing policy (α as in (3.2)).
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The approximated RED function, denoted by f ?(t), should satisfy the following three
properties:
1. f ? is a smooth function with close form formula,
2. f ? should be less than or equal to 1 to preserve its probabilistic definition,
3. f ? should be a strictly decreasing function and converges to 0 when t→∞.
We define
f ?(t) =
u− β
u− β + t , (4.1)
which satisfies all three properties above.
Thus, we can formulate the approximated model, Model II as follows:
max
α,x
K∑
k=1
ckxkdk (4.2a)
s.t.
∑
i∈δ−(j)
αkijx
k
i f
?
ij(
K∑
l=1
αlijx
l
i)− xkj = 0 k ∈ T, j ∈ N : j 6= ok (4.2b)
(3.2b)(3.2c)(3.2d)(3.2e)(3.2f)(3.2g)(3.2h)(3.2j) (4.2c)
.
With the approximated RED function defined above, the runtime of most solvers is
reduced significantly, from weeks to hour, and thus we are able to obtain feasible
solutions for many larger instances. We use (4.2) to only determine α. Treating the
determined α as a parameter, we use (3.2) to determine the corresponding x and use
that x to evaluate the performance of (4.2). As α is already determined by (4.2) we
can rewrite (3.2) as:
max
x
K∑
k=1
ckxkdk (4.3a)
s.t. xkok = s
k k ∈ T (4.3b)∑
i∈δ−(j)
αkijx
k
i fij(
K∑
l=1
αlijx
l
i)− xkj = 0 k ∈ T, j ∈ N : j 6= ok (4.3c)
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4.1.2 Tree Constraints
In addition to addressing the computational issues of the RED functions of (3.2), we
must help with the realizability, finding corresponding arc weights, given α. We add
tree constraints into (4.2) in order to determine arc weights. To accommodate the
new tree constraints, we define the new variables
βuij =
1 if some path rooted from u uses arc (i, j)0 o.w. , u ∈ N, (i, j) ∈ A.
We add the tree constraints to (4.2) to have the formulation used in our experiments:
max
α,β,x
K∑
k=1
ckxkdk (4.4a)
s.t. xkok = s
k k ∈ T (4.4b)∑
j∈δ+(ok)
αkokj = 1 k ∈ T (4.4c)∑
j∈δ−(dk)
αkjdk = 1 k ∈ T (4.4d)∑
j∈δ−(ok)
αkjok = 0 k ∈ T (4.4e)∑
j∈δ+(dk)
αkdkj = 0 k ∈ T (4.4f)∑
i∈δ−(j)
αkij =
∑
i∈δ+(j)
αkji k ∈ T, j 6= ok, dk (4.4g)∑
i∈δ−(j)
αkij ≤ 1 k ∈ T, j 6= ok, dk (4.4h)
∑
i∈δ−(j)
αkijx
k
i fij(
K∑
l=1
αlijx
l
i)− xkj = 0 k ∈ T, j ∈ N : j 6= ok (4.4i)
αkij ≤ βuij u ∈ N, ok = u (4.4j)∑
(i,j)∈A
βuij = |N | − 1 u ∈ N (4.4k)
αkij ∈ {0, 1} (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ T (4.4l)
βuij ∈ {0, 1} (i, j) ∈ A, u ∈ N (4.4m)
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.The constraints (4.4j) describe the relationship between the α and β variables, and
together with the tree constraints (4.4k) they ensure that every subgraph induced by
shortest paths rooted from each node is a spanning tree.
4.2 Experiments and Results
For the experiments, we use Bonmin [1] as the solver, as it is one of the few solvers
available that are able to handle non-linear, non-convex math programs and obtain
a feasible solution in relatively short amount of time. Like many other off-the-shelf
solvers, Bonmin ensures optimality for convex optimization but does not guarantee
optimality for non-convex problems; however, as we will see, it produces a relatively
“good” solution for these problems.
4.2.1 Networks
Our experiments use data from 3 real-world networks, all of which are National Re-
search and Education Networks (NREN). NREN is the backbone network dedicated
to research and education institutes; the routers in the network are typically located
at major cities and universities. Abilene Network is the Unites States’ NREN prior to
2007, when it was retired and upgraded into the current “Internet2 Network”. Taiwan
Advance Research and Education Network (TWAREN) [5] is the current Taiwanese
NREN. Canada’s Advanced Research and Innovation Network (CANARIE) [2] is the
current Canadian NREN.
Abilene Network contains 11 nodes and 14 edges; TWAREN contains 13 nodes and
20 edges; CANARIE contains 7 nodes and 11 edges. The networks are illustrated in
Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3.
For each network, we take the hourly traffic demands for a one-week period as input
and solve (4.4) for each. For Abilene, traffic demands between all pairs of nodes are
collected, so we directly use them. For TWAREN and CANARIE, we estimate the
traffic demands using link utilization. The α in the solutions are then used in (4.3) to
determine the objective value. We then use (3.5) to check whether the obtained paths
induced by α are realizable. The objective values over the 2 weeks of instances are
22
Figure 4.1: Abilene Network
Figure 4.2: TWAREN
23
Figure 4.3: CANARIE
compared with those using the industry standard routing policies and the comparison
is illustrated in the following graph.
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4.2.2 Robust Model
In practice, network arc weights are updated very infrequently. To find a good, long
term policy, we formulate and solve the robust formulation of (4.4). The robust for-
mulation maximizes the minimum weighted flow delivered across a set of realizations.
max
α,β,x
z (4.5a)
z ≤
K∑
k=1
ckxkq
dk
, q ∈ Q (4.5b)
s.t. xkq
ok
= skq k ∈ T, q ∈ Q (4.5c)∑
j∈δ+(ok)
αkokj = 1 k ∈ T (4.5d)∑
j∈δ−(dk)
αkjdk = 1 k ∈ T (4.5e)∑
j∈δ−(ok)
αkjok = 0 k ∈ T (4.5f)∑
j∈δ+(dk)
αkdkj = 0 k ∈ T (4.5g)∑
i∈δ−(j)
αkij =
∑
i∈δ+(j)
αkji k ∈ T, j 6= ok, dk (4.5h)∑
i∈δ−(j)
αkij ≤ 1 k ∈ T, j 6= ok, dk (4.5i)
∑
i∈δ−(j)
αkijx
kq
i fij(
K∑
l=1
αlijx
lq
i )− xkqj = 0 k ∈ T, j ∈ N : j 6= ok, q ∈ Q (4.5j)
αkij ≤ βuij u ∈ N, ok = u (4.5k)∑
(i,j)∈A
βuij = |N | − 1 u ∈ N (4.5l)
αkij ∈ {0, 1} (i, j) ∈ A, k ∈ T (4.5m)
βuij ∈ {0, 1} (i, j) ∈ A, u ∈ N (4.5n)
, where Q represents the collection of traffic demands scenarios.
The following figure shows the comparison of three set of routing policies: industry
benchmark, the policy found by (4.4) and the policy found by the robust model (4.5).
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As expected, the robust model sacrifices slightly the objective value for practical
significance, but on the other hand, it still outperforms the benchmark.
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4.2.3 Analysis
For all three networks, the traffic demands over time all share a diurnal pattern as well
as the weekday-weekend pattern. Specifically, the demands is higher in the daytime
vesus in the night time, and higher during weekdays than weekends. For Abilene,
the highest total demand in a week is 2 times the lowest total demand, while for
TWAREN and CANARIE, the highest is about 4 times the lowest. Therefore, for
Abilene, the total flow received is relatively stable, but TWAREN and CANARIE
show a much greater variation in total flow received over a week. The demand
variation reflects quite significantly in the comparison between the Industry policy
and our policy, because suppose the demand drops below the minimum threshold,
then under RED, every node will retain all the flow that is sent over, and there-
fore, the total flow received would be the same for any policy. Thus, as shown in
Figure 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, 4.15,
Figure 4.10: Percentage Improvement of derived policy over industry benchmark
for Abilene Network
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Figure 4.11: Percentage Improvement of robust policy over industry benchmark
for Abilene Network
Figure 4.12: Percentage Improvement of derived policy over industry benchmark
for TWAREN
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Figure 4.13: Percentage Improvement of robust policy over industry benchmark
for TWAREN
Figure 4.14: Percentage Improvement of derived policy over industry benchmark
for CANARIE
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Figure 4.15: Percentage Improvement of robust policy over industry benchmark
for CANARIE
for TWAREN and CANARIE, the percentage improvement of the total flow received
from industry policy to our derived robust policy shows a similar diurnal pattern. For
Abilene, the percentage increase is around 10%. Overall, these results show that our
method outperforms the industry benchmark, for OSPF routing problem under RED.
4.2.4 Realizability
So far, we have obtained a feasible policy for each demand instance of Abilene,
TWAREN and CANARIE. In order to make sure that these policies gain better
performance without losing the OSPF compatibility, we need to solve model (3.5) to
make sure we can find the corresponding OSPF arc weights for each policy. Recall
that in (4.4), we introduce a tree constraint, a necessary condition of OSPF config-
urability. Our results show that every single one of the policy, regardless of whether
it is a regular policy or robust policy, is OSPF-configurable, i.e., we obtain feasible
arc metrics for each policy. This concludes the experiments.
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Chapter 5
Proof of Theorem 3.1
In this chapter, we present the proof of Theorem 3.1. Recall that the All-Pair Routing
problem under RED is defined as follows:
Given: Let G = (N,A) be a symmetrically directed graph, T be the set of all-pair
commodities such that |T | = |N | · (|N | − 1). For each commodity k ∈ T , let ck
be the weight, sk > 0 be the units of flow at the source node ok ∈ N to be sent
to the destination node dk ∈ N . Let fij be the RED function for each directed
arc (i, j) ∈ A.
Find: A unique simple path {ak} ⊆ A for each k ∈ T .
Objective: Maximize the total weighted flow delivered under RED.
Recall Theorem 3.1:
Theorem. All-Pair Routing Problem under RED is NP-Hard.
We will use a reduction from the Set Cover problem (SCP) described as follows:
Given: A ground set S = {e1, e2, . . . , en} and a collection of subsets of S, S =
{S1, . . . , Sm} s.t.
S =
m⋃
j=1
Sj,
and a number k.
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Find: a set cover of S, i.e., J ⊆ {1, 2, . . . ,m} s.t.
S =
⋃
j∈J
Sj,
such that |J | ≤ k.
SCP is NP-Hard [28]. This proof is inspired by Dimitrov’s work [20].
5.1 Construction of the Instance
We construct an instance of All-Pair Routing problem under RED from a given SCP
instance as follows: (an example is shown in Figure 5.1)
We construct a graph G = (N,A) consisting of four node layers:
• Layer 1: n nodes e1, . . . , en ∈ N , each representing one element ei ∈ S in the
SCP instance. We will use {ei}ni=1 to represent Layer 1 nodes and elements in
the SCP instance interchangeably.
• Layer 2: m nodes S1, . . . , Sm ∈ N , each representing one set Sj in the SCP
instance. We will use {Sj}mj=1 to represent Layer 2 nodes and subsets in the
SCP instance interchangeably.
• Layer 3: 1 node I ∈ N .
• Layer 4: 1 node t ∈ N .
Before we introduce the arc set A, we need to note that in order to define commodities
for all pairs of nodes, the graph has to be undirected. However, to cope with the
definition of the RED function that accounts for direction of arcs, we will use directed
graph with symmetric arcs, that is, for each arc (a, b) ∈ A, there is an arc (b, a) ∈ A.
We add an arc pair (ei, Sj), (Sj, ei) ∈ A if and only if ei ∈ Sj for some ei ∈ S,
∀j = 1, 2, . . . , n. In addition, we add an arc pair (Sj, I), (I, Sj) ∈ A, ∀j = 1, 2, . . . ,m,
and finally we add an arc pair (I, t), (t, I) ∈ A.
The all-pairs commodities are defined as follows:
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Figure 5.1: An example
• Type I (T1): sk = 1, ok = ei, i = 1, 2, . . . , n, dk = t and ck = 0, ∀k ∈ T1. There
are n Type I commodities.
• Type II (T2): sk = 1, ok = Sj, dk = ei, ∀(ei, Sj) ∈ A and ck = L = |T2|+ n+ 4,
∀k ∈ T2. There are |A| −m− 1 Type II commodities.
• Type III (T3): sk = 1, ok = I, dk = t and ck = 1, ∀k ∈ T3. There is 1 Type III
commodity.
• Type IV (T4): 0 <  < 1η∆ unit between all the other pairs of nodes, with weight
ck = 0,∀k ∈ T4, where η = (n + m + 2)(n + m + 1) − n − (|A| −m − 1) − 1 is
the number of Type IV commodities, let R = η < 1
∆
denote the total units of
residuals. ∆ is a real number large enough such that ∆ > max{2, (|T2| + n +
4)2, |T2|+ n+ 1, 1√m+1
m
−1}, to be used in the proof of Claim 5.7 and Claim 5.8.
Since the amount of Type IV commodities are very insignificant in the network,
we will call it Type IV residuals, or residuals for the rest of the proof.
Let T = T1 ∪ T2 ∪ T3 ∪ T4.
Let xkv be the amount of flow received at node v for commodity k, and by assumption
xk
ok
= sk. Note that with the weight ck, k ∈ T defined above, the objective of this All-
Pair Routing Problem under RED instance is to maximize the following expression:
∑
k∈T2
L · xkeik + x
k3
t ,
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where T3 = {k3}, and ik is the destination of the Type II commodity k.
We define our RED function as follows: for each arc (u, v)
fuv(t) =
1 if t ≤ κuvκuv
t
o.w.
,
where
κuv =

1 +R if (u, v) = (ei, Sj) ∈ A or (u, v) = (Sj, ei) ∈ A
0.5 if (u, v) = (I, Sj), j = 1, 2, . . . ,m
1 o.w.
.
With the RED function defined above, we have the following claim:
Claim 5.1. Consider an arc (i, j) and its corresponding RED function fij. Suppose
the commodities k1, k2, . . . , ks sent over this arc have t1, t2, . . . , ts units, respectively,
and let t =
∑s
i=1 ti, then the amount of commodity kl received at node j is
xklj =
tl if t < κijtl κijt if t ≥ κij ,
for l = 1, 2, . . . , s. Moreover, the total flow received at j is equal to min{t, κij}.
Proof. From the definition of the RED function fij, we know that the amount of kl
received at j is the flow sent from i, xkli = tl multiplied by the RED discount fij(t):
xklj = tl · fij(t) =
tl if t < κijtl κijt if t ≥ κij ,
The total flow received is
s∑
l=1
xlj =

∑s
l=1 tl = t if t < κij∑s
l=1 tl
κij
t
= κij if t ≥ κij
= min{t, κij}
,
as required.
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Remark 5.2. For any arc (i, j) ∈ A, if the total flow over this arc is no more than the
threshold κij, then all the flow is preserved, otherwise, all the flow will be proportion-
ally reduced and the sum of the total flow retained is equal to the threshold κij. An
example is shown in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Proportional discount
We will now prove that there exists a set cover of size at most Q if and only if there
exists a solution for the All-Pair Routing problem under RED instance of value at
least L · |T2|+ 11+Q∆+1
∆
.
5.2 A “Great” Solution
In this section, we will construct a feasible solution, namely a “great” solution, and
discuss its properties.
Consider a feasible solution as follows. Type I commodities are sent over path ei →
Sj → I → t, for some Sj. Type II commodities are sent over the single arc (Sj, ei) that
connects its source and its destination. Type III commodities are sent over the single
arc (I, t), and residuals are sent freely. As, residuals are set freely, the “great” solution,
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Figure 5.3: A “great” solution
is in fact, a class of solutions, and not a single solution, but for easy of exposition we
treat this class as a singleton because residuals do not impact our reduction.
With this solution described above, we are able to calculate the flow for each commod-
ity as well as the objective value. Note that only the Type II and III commodities have
positive weights. Consider a Type II commodity from Sj to ei, for some (ei, Sj) ∈ A.
This commodity is sent through arc (Sj, ei), and all other commodities in T that pos-
sibly use the same arc are the residuals, as indicated in Figure 5.3. Note that there
are at most R units of residuals over this arc. As a result, the total flow over this
arc is at most 1 + R = κSjei . By Claim 5.1 and Remark 5.2, all 1 unit of this Type
II commodity is preserved at its destination ei. Therefore, the total weighted flow
received for all Type II commodities is
∑
k∈T2
L · 1 = L · |T2|.
For Type I commodities, consider a Layer 2 node Sj. Suppose we send the Type I
commodity starting from ei over the path ei → Sj → I → t by definition. Since no
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other Type I commodity is sent over the arc (ei, Sj), the total flow sent over this arc
is at most 1 +R when accounting for residuals, and since the threshold κeiSj = 1 +R,
the total flow does not exceed the threshold, therefore Claim 5.1 implies that all one
unit of this Type I commodity starting from ei will be preserved at Sj. Let tj be
the units of Type I commodities received at Sj, then tj counts the number of Type I
commodities that is sent to Sj, i.e.,
tj = |{k ∈ T1 : k is sent to Sj}| ∈ N.
Note that tj ≥ 1 whenever tj > 0. Let J = {j : tj > 0} denote the collection of sets
Sj that carries Layer I commodities.
When the Type I commodities are sent from Layer 2 to I, since κSjI = 1.∀j =
1, 2, . . . ,m, we know that tj ≥ κSjI ,∀j ∈ J . Therefore by Claim 5.1, the total amount
of flow will be 
tj
tj+rj
∈
(
tj
tj+R
, 1
)
j ∈ J
0 j /∈ J
,
where rj ∈ (0, R) is the amount of residuals over arc (Sj, I), for each j ∈ J . Therefore,
the total flow of Type I commodity received at I is simply the sum over J , and is
within the range (∑
j∈J
tj
tj +R
, |J |
)
.
Finally, all the Type I commodities will be sent from I to t and at the same time
the Type III commodity will also be sent from I to t, and Claim 5.1 implies that
the amount of flow of Type III commodity k3 received at t is xk
3
t =
1
1+R1+R2
where
R1 ∈
(∑
j∈J
tj
tj+R
, |J |
)
is the amount of Type I commodities sent over (I, t) and
R2 ∈ (0, R) is the amount of residuals sent over (I, t). In summary, we have the
following claim:
Claim 5.3. For any “great” solution, the objective value is
L · |T2|+ 1
1 +R1 +R2
,
where R1 ∈
(∑
j∈J
tj
tj+R
, |J |
)
and R2 ∈ (0, R).
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Proof. Note that the objective value by definition is
∑
k∈T2
L · xkeik + x
k3
t ,
and xkeik
= 1, ∀k ∈ T2 and xk3t = 11+R1+R2 , we know that the objective value for a
“great” solution is:
L · |T2|+ 1
1 +R1 +R2
,
where R1 ∈
(∑
j∈J1
tj
tj+R
, |J |
)
is the amount of Type I commodities sent over (I, t)
and R2 ∈ (0, R) is the amount of residuals sent over (I, t).
Moreover, we have the following claim:
Claim 5.4. For any “great” solution, let J be the collection of subset Sj where Sj,
as a Layer 2 node, carries Type I flow. Then J is a set cover for the original SCP
instance.
Proof. A Type I commodity is uniquely determined by its source node ei and is
sent over an arc (ei, Sj) if ei ∈ Sj in the original set cover instance. By definition
J = {j : tj > 0} represents all Layer 2 nodes that carry some Type I commodities.
Consider an element ei ∈ S, and the corresponding Type I commodity determined
by ei. We can find a node Sj ∈ J that carries this commodity sent from ei, thus
(ei, Sj) ∈ A, or equivalently, ei ∈ Sj. Therefore, ei ∈
⋃
S∈J S and J is a set cover.
We call a set cover induced by a “great” solution, if it is defined as in Claim 5.4.
5.3 Proof: Part I
In this section, we will show that if there exists a set cover J1 of size Q, then there
exists a solution to our problem of value at least L · |T2|+ 11+Q∆+1
∆
.
We construct a “great” solution as defined in Section 5.2. Specifically, for Type I
commodities that starts from ei, we choose Sj ∈ J1 that contains ei. Note that
Type II, III, IV commodities are defined uniquely for any “great” solution. Then by
Claim 5.3 the objective value of this solution is
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L · |T2|+ 1
1 +R1 +R2
≥ L · |T2|+ 1
1 + |J1|+R
> L · |T2|+ 1
1 + |J1|∆+1∆
= L · |T2|+ 1
1 +Q∆+1
∆
,
where R1 ∈
(∑
j∈J
tj
tj+R
, |J |
)
and R2 ∈ (0, R), and R < 1∆ ≤ |J1|∆ by definition.
Therefore, the objective value of this solution is at least L · |T2|+ 11+Q∆+1
∆
.
5.4 Proof: Part II
In this section, we will show that if we can find a solution to our problem of value at
least L · |T2|+ 11+Q∆+1
∆
, then the original SCP instance has a set cover of size Q.
We call a solution of value at least equal to L · |T2|+ 11+Q∆+1
∆
a “good” solution. We
will show that a “good” solution is indeed a “great” solution.
Claim 5.5. For any “good” solution, the Type II commodities never reach I.
Proof. Consider a feasible solution where there is a Type II commodity k that reaches
I. Since this commodity starts at a Layer 2 node Sj1 , so when it reaches I, it must be
sent back to some other Layer 2 node Sj2 . The RED threshold is kISj2 = 0.5, so even
if this commodity is the only one that is sent through this arc, the amount received at
Sj2 is 0.5, as shown in Figure 5.4. Clearly if there are other commodities sharing the
arc (I, Sj2), commodity k received at Sj2 will be reduced even more. Thus, assuming
all other commodities are full preserved at their destination, we can calculate the the
upper bound of the objective value:
L(|T2| − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2\{k}
+L · 0.5︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
+ 1︸︷︷︸
T3
= L(|T2| − 0.5) + 1
= L · |T2| − (L · 0.5− 1)
< L · |T2|
< L · |T2|+ 1
1 +Q∆+1
∆
,
since L = |T2|+ n+ 4 > 2.
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Figure 5.4: Discount of a Type II commodity that reaches I
The objective value of this solution is strictly less than the objective value of a “good”
solution, a contradiction. Therefore for any “good” solution, the Type II commodities
never reach I.
Claim 5.6. For any “good” solution, the Type II commodities always use the single
arc (Sj, ei) only.
Proof. From Claim 5.5, we know that in a “good” solution, Type II commodities will
never reach I. Consider a feasible solution where Type II commodities do not reach I
and there is one Type II commodity k1 from S1 to e2 that does not use the single arc
(S1, e2) only, implying that this commodity must use at least two arcs of type (Sj, ei).
Since there is one commodity for each arc connecting Layer 2 and Layer 1 nodes,
there must exist some arc (S2, e2) that carries k1 and another Type II commodity k2,
as illustrated in Figure 5.5. In this case, the total flow received at e2 will be at most
κS2e2 = 1 + R, meaning that the total flow for these two commodities received at
destinations is bounded above by 1 + R. Thus, assuming all other commodities are
fully preserved at destinations, the value of this solution is at most
L(|T2| − 2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2\{k1,k2}
+L · (1 +R)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k1,k2
+ 1︸︷︷︸
T3
= L(|T2| − 1 +R) + 1
≤ L · |T2| − 1
2
L+ 1
< L · |T2|
< L · |T2|+ 1
1 +Q∆+1
∆
,
where we use the fact that R ≤ 1
∆
≤ 1
2
and L = |T2|+ n+ 4 > 2.
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Figure 5.5: k1 : S1 → e1 → S2 → e2; k2 : S2 → e2, sharing (S2, e2)
The objective value of this solution is strictly less than the objective value of a “good”
solution, a contradiction. Therefore, for any “good” solution, Type II commodities
always use the single arc (Sj, ei) only.
Claim 5.7. For any “good” solution, the Type I commodities will never reach a Layer
1 node other than its source.
Proof. Consider a “good” solution where all the Type II commodities are sent through
the single arc (Sj, ei), due to Claim 5.6. First note that each commodity is sent
through a simple path, which is a node-disjoint path that does not contain cycle;
thus, whenever a Type I commodity reaches I, it will be directed forwarded to t,
otherwise it has to be back at I again in order to reach t, creating a cycle. Let k1 be
a Type I commodity starting from e1, and it reaches S1 after first step. The amount
of k1 received at S1, x
k1
S1
is bounded above by 1, when it is fully preserved. A lower
bound of xk1S1 , on the other hand, is obtained when all commodities in T are sent over
(e1, S1). In this case, as κe1,S1 = 1 +R, the amount of k1 received at S1 is
1
|T1 ∪ T2 ∪ T3|+R · (1 +R) =
1
|T2|+ n+ 1 +R · (1 +R)
≥ 1|T2|+ n+ 1
≥ 1
∆
> R
.
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Suppose k1 goes back from S1 to Layer 1 at e2. k1 must share the arc (S1, e2) with
the corresponding Type II commodity k2, as shown in Figure 5.6. Since the amount
of k2 at S2, x
k2
S2
= 1, the total flow sent over arc (S1, e2) is at least 1 +
1
|T2|+n+1+R >
1 +R = κS1e2 . Therefore, the flow will be reduced and the smaller x
k1
S1
is, the greater
amount of k2 is received at the destination e2. Consider the largest possible amount
of k2 received at e2, x
k2
e2
. We want to set xk1S1 =
1
|T2|+n+1+R · (1 + R), the lower bound
of xk1S1 . In addition, none of the other commodities is sent over (S1, e2) to minimize
the load of this arc, then the amount of k2 received at the destination e1 is
1 +R
1 + 1|T1∩T2∩T3|+R · (1 +R)
< 1.
Therefore, assuming all commodities other than k1, k2 are fully preserved, the objective
value is
L(|T2| − 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2\{k2}
+L · 1 +R
1 + 1|T2|+n+1+R · (1 +R)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k2
+ 1︸︷︷︸
T3
=L · |T2| − (L
(
1− 1 +R
1 + 1|T2|+n+1+R · (1 +R)
)
− 1)
=L · |T2| −
(
L
1
|T2|+n+1+R · (1 +R)−R
1 + 1|T2|+n+1+R · (1 +R)
− 1
)
=L · |T2| −
(
L(1 +R)− LR(|T2|+ n+ 1 +R)
|T2|+ n+ 1 +R + 1 +R − 1
)
<L · |T2| −
(
L(1− 1
∆
(|T2|+ n+R))
|T2|+ n+ 2 + 2R − 1
)
<L · |T2| −
(
L(1− |T2|+n+R
(|T2|+n+4)2 )
|T2|+ n+ 2 + 2R − 1
)
<L · |T2| −
(
L(1− 1|T2|+n+4)
|T2|+ n+ 2 + 2R − 1
)
=L · |T2| −
(
L− |T2|+n+4|T2|+n+4
|T2|+ n+ 2 + 2R − 1
)
<L · |T2| −
(
L− 1
|T2|+ n+ 2 + 2R − 1
)
<L · |T2| −
( |T2|+ n+ 3
|T2|+ n+ 2 + 2R − 1
)
<L · |T2| − (1− 1)
<L · |T2|+ 1
1 +Q∆+1
∆
,
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Figure 5.6: Full line: Type I; dotted: Type II, sharing (S1, e2)
since L = |T2|+ n+ 4 by definition and R < 1∆ < min
(
1
2
, 1
(|T2|+n+4)2
)
.
The objective value of this solution is strictly less than the objective value of a “good”
solution, a contradiction. Therefore, for any “good” solution, Type I commodities
never reach a Layer 1 node other than its source.
So far, combining Claim 5.4,5.5,5.6, we realize that a “good” solution is indeed a
“great” solution, defined in Section 5.2. Therefore, we know that the “good” solution
objective value equals to
L · |T2|+ 1
1 +R1 +R2
,
where where R1 ∈
(∑
j∈J2
tj
tj+R
, |J2|
)
is the amount of Type I commodities sent over
(I, t) and R2 ∈ (0, R) is the amount of residual commodity sent over (I, t), J2 is the
set cover induced by this “good” solution. Finally, we will claim that J2 is the set
cover that we are searching for at the beginning of this section.
Claim 5.8. |J2| ≤ Q.
Proof. Assume otherwise that |J2| > Q. Since any “good” solution is a great solution,
by Claim 5.3, the objective value of this solution is
L · |T2|+ 1
1 +R1 +R2
,
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where R1 ∈
(∑
j∈J
tj
tj+R
, |J |
)
and R2 ∈ (0, R). Therefore we have
1
1 +R1 +R2
≤ 1
1 +
∑
j∈J2
tj
tj+R
<
1
1 +
∑
j∈J2
tj
tj+
1
∆
≤ 1
1 +
∑
j∈J2
tj
tj+
tj
∆
<
1
1 +
∑
j∈J2
∆
∆+1
<
1
1 + |J2| ∆∆+1
<
1
1 +Q∆+1
∆
, (5.1)
where the last step of (5.1) follows due to the fact that ∆ > 1√
m+1
m
−1 ⇒
(∆+1)2
∆2
< m+1
m
and thus we have
|J2| ∆
∆ + 1
> |J2|∆ + 1
∆
m
m+ 1
=
∆ + 1
∆
|J2|
1 + 1/m
>
∆ + 1
∆
|J2|
1 + 1/Q
=
∆ + 1
∆
Q
|J2|
Q+ 1
≥ ∆ + 1
∆
Q
.
Contradiction!
Therefore, for any solution of value at least L · |T2| + 11+Q , we can find a set cover J
of size Q.
Combining the two directions, the reduction is completed.
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Chapter 6
Proof of Theorem 3.4
Recall the All-Pairs Inverse Shortest Path Problem:
Given: a graph G = (V,E), where V is the vertex set and E is the edge set, and a
set of paths of G: {Pij ⊂ E : ∀i, j ∈ V, i 6= j}, a positive number D.
Find: edge weights λe ∈ N+, e ∈ E, s.t. λe ≤ D, and Pij is the shortest path between
i and j. (The shortest paths are not necessarily unique.).
Theorem 3.4 claims that the All-Pairs Inverse Shortest Path Problem is NP-Hard.
We will use a reduction from the set partitioning problem where each set has exactly
3 elements and each element is contained in exactly 3 sets defined as follows (RX3C):
Given: A set of n elements, where n is a multiple of 3, S := {1, 2, . . . , n}, and n
subsets Sj, j = 1, 2, . . . , n of S such that each element is contained in exactly 3
subsets and each subset consists of exactly 3 elements of S, i.e., |{j : i ∈ Sj}| =
3,∀i = 1, 2, . . . , n and |Sj| = 3, ∀j.
Determine: if there exists an exact partition of S, i.e., ∃I ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , n} s.t.⋃
i∈I
Si = S
Si ∩ Sj = ∅,∀i, j
.
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RX3C is NP-Hard [29]. Our proof is inspired by Bley’s proof [14]
In order to complete the reduction, we will construct an instance of All-Pairs Inverse
Shortest Path instance for a given RX3C instance, and show that we can choose the
value of D so that we can use the result of the All-Pairs Inverse Shortest Path instance
to determine whether the given set in RX3C is partitionable.
6.1 Construction of the instance
In the following section, we will construct the graph instance of All-Pair Inverse Short-
est Path for the corresponding RX3C instance step by step, and in each step we will
introduce one graph component and identify the shortest path between each pair of
nodes in V . We will fix certain arc weights, then discuss the possible weights of all
the remaining arcs in order to route the prescribed shortest paths and how they will
affect the objective in different situations.
Before we introduce our graph components, we first define the following operation:
Definition 6.1 (Attach a Chain). Let u, v ∈ E be an arc, we can “attach a chain” of
arcs of length 26n− 1 to v, namely the root of the chain. The other end of the chain,
denoted by w, will be connected to u and the whole graph component u→ v → w → u
forms a cycle, as shown in Figure 6.1. We will set the arc (u, v) plus the chain v → w
to be the shortest path between u and w.
Figure 6.1: Attach a Chain
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With the definition above, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 6.2. Suppose that there exists a feasible solution λ to an All-Pairs In-
verse Shortest Path instance where max{λe : e ∈ E} = 26n, and uv is an arc applied
with an “attach-a-chain” procedure, then λuv = 1.
Proof. Since the maximum arc weight is 26n, the arc uw must have weight ≤ 26n.
Since the path u→ v → w is the shortest paths between u and w, we know that this
path must have weight ≤ 26n. Since there are 26n arcs in this path, we know that
the arc uv must have weight 1, since λe ∈ N+, ∀e ∈ E. In fact, all the arcs on the
chain v → w have weight 1.
Note that this “attach-a-chain” procedure can be used in a similar fashion onto a
chain of arcs to ensure all the arcs have weight 1, which can be seen from the following
proposition.
Proposition 6.3 (Corollary of Proposition 6.2). Suppose we have a chain of arcs
u → u1 → u2 → . . . → us−1 → v = us, we can attach a chain us+1 → . . . w to us
(root) of length 26n − s and set u → u1 → . . . w to be the shortest path, and finally
link w back to u. Then for any feasible solution λ where the maximum arc weight is
equal to 26n, each arc in the chain u→ u1 → u2 → . . .→ us = v has weight 1.
This revised version of “attach-a-chain” is going to be used to ensure the arcs on the
widget-linking arc sequences, to be introduced later, with weight 1. We will call this
type of chain added through “attach-a-chain” procedure the “attached chain”.
6.1.1 Graph Components
From Windows to single Widget. First, for each element i ∈ S, we construct
a graph component called “The Widget” with 13 nodes.
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Figure 6.2: Windows
Figure 6.2 illustrates “The Windows”, the basic unit structure of “The Widgets”.
There are 6 vertical arcs, and 6 horizontal arcs. We name the windows the Left
Window (LW), the Middle Window (MW) and the Right Window (RW) from left
to right respectively. We call the 3 arcs on the top the “level 2” arcs, and ones in
the bottom the “level 1” arcs. The nodes on “level 1” and “level 2” arcs are called
“level 1” and “level 2” nodes respectively. From Figure 6.2 we can see that there are 4
level 2 nodes and 6 level 1 nodes. In principle, we map each piece of “The Windows”
to a component in the given RX3C instance. Each widget created above represents
an element k in S. It contains 3 windows and each window represents the set that
contains k. The order of the sets does not matter. Note that there are exactly 3
sets that contains each element. Figure 6.3 Shows the definitions within a window.
The four nodes within a window are called the top left node, the top right node, the
bottom left node and the bottom right node according to its physical position in the
window, respectively.
Figure 6.3: Window
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Note that within a widget, there are two level 2 nodes (the 2 non-corner nodes out of
the four) that are shared between windows. In addition we denote TLC to be the top
left corner of LW and TRC to be the top right corner of RW for each widget.
We apply the “attach a chain” procedure along all the vertical arcs, adding more
nodes and arcs to “The Windows”.
In addition to the three windows, we will add a chain of 4 arcs (including 3 additional
nodes) from TLC to TRC of a widget and call it “the roof” shown in Figure 6.4. This
forms the entire 13 nodes Widget (plus the “attached chain”).
Figure 6.4: Widget
The Widgets Finally, we create n (the parameter of the given RX3C instance)
such widgets, naming them W1,W2, . . .Wn, as the number of widgets equals to the
number of elements (sets) in the RX3C instance. At the same time, we connect Wi
to Wi+1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} by contracting the TRC of Wi and TLC of Wi+1 for
i = 1, 2, . . . n − 1 to form a single connected component, called “The Widgets”, and
we add to the TRC of Wn a chain of arcs of length 26n− 4n = 22n, called it the “tail
chain.” We apply the revised “attach-a-chain” procedure, as stated in Lemma 6.3, to
the tail chain to ensure that each arc on the tail chain has weight 1 given that the
max arc weight is 26n. At last, we add an arc from the TLC of the first widget to
the end of the tail chain . In Figure 6.5, the dotted lines between each TRC and TLC
are used to indicate that the two nodes are actually contracted, and the tail chain is
represented by the dot-dash line.
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Figure 6.5: The Widgets
Definition 6.4 (Ahead Of). We say Widget Wi is “ahead of” Widget Wj if i < j.
6.1.2 Prescribed Shortest Paths in “The Widgets”
In all the figures in this section, the thick arcs represent the prescribed shortest path
and the thick dotted arcs represent a close alternative.
Since all of the arc weights have to be positive integers, so for any feasible solution
λ ∈ N|A| to the All-Pair Inverse Shortest Path Problem, we have λe ≥ 1,∀e ∈ E, and
we define λP =
∑
e∈P λe for the path P .
First, let λ ∈ N|A| be a feasible solution to the instance. We consider the TLC and
the TRC of a single widget. There are two paths between the two nodes within the
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widget. One is the roof, with 4 arcs, and the other is path of all level 2 arcs, namely
the “subroof” path, with 3 arcs. We set the roof to be the shortest, and we have the
following propositions.
Proposition 6.5. Suppose λ is feasible to the All-Pairs Inverse Shortest Path in-
stance, then λsubroof ≥ λroof ≥ 4.
Proof. Since roof is the shortest path between TLC and TRC for each widget, we know
that λsubroof ≥ λroof . Moreover, since the arc weight is limited to positive integer only,
so the path weight is at least the same as the hop count, and note that there are four
arc in a roof, we know that λroof ≥ 4.
Proposition 6.6. Suppose that λ is feasible to All-Pairs Inverse Shortest Path Prob-
lem, and Suppose that λsubroof ≤ 4, then one of the level 2 arc must have weight 2 and
the other two level 2 arcs have weight 1.
Proof. By Proposition 6.5, we know that λsubroof ≥ λroof ≥ 4. Since λsubroof ≤ 4, we
know that
λroof = λsubroof = 4.
On a subroof, there are 3 arcs, and since each arc has weight at least 1, we must have
two arcs of the 3 with weight 1 and the other one with weight 2.
Figure 6.6: Roof Constraints
Second, for each window, there are two paths from the top left corner to bottom
right corner. We set the one that uses the level 2 arc to be the shortest (indicated in
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Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 below). Since all the vertical arcs have weight 1 (enforced
by “attach-a-chain” procedure), we know that within a window, the level 1 arc has
at least the same weight as the level 2 arc, i.e. λl1 ≥ λl2. In the first case below, the
level 1 arc is forced to be at least 1 while in the second case below, the level 1 arc is
forced to be at least 2. Therefore, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 6.7. Suppose that the objective is 26n, let λ ∈ N|A| be a feasible solution
to the instance, then for each window, λl1 ≥ λl2.
Proof. By Proposition 6.2, we know that the vertical arcs have weight 1. Consider
the two paths from top left corner to the bottom right corner:
• origin lvl 2 arc−−−−→ top right corner vertical arc−−−−−−→ destination
• origin vertical arc−−−−−−→ bottom left corner lvl 2 arc−−−−→ destination
Since the vertical arcs have the same weight, and from the assumptions we know that
the path that uses the level 2 arc is the shortest. Thus, we can conclude that the level
2 arc has weight at most the same weight as the level 1 arc. i.e.
λl1 ≥ λl2.
Figure 6.7: Window Constraints: Case 1
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Figure 6.8: Window Constraints: Case 2
Finally, consider the TLC of W1 and end of the tail chain. We set the path that goes
through all and only the level 2 arcs plus the tail chain to be the shortest between these
two nodes, and we call the piece without the tail chain “The Path”. By Proposition 6.5
we know that the weight of the long level 2 path is precisely the union of all level
2 subroof from all n widgets, therefore we know λthepath ≥ 4n, where λthepath is the
weight of “The Path”, and thus, “The Path” plus the tail chain (with weight 22n) has
value at least 26n. Since the alternative path connecting the TLC of W1 and the end
of the tail chain is the single arc that joins the two nodes, namely “The Arc”, with
weight λthearc ≥ 26n, where λthearc is the weight of “The Arc”. Thus the objective
value is at least 26n.
Proposition 6.8. The objective value of the derived All-Pair Inverse Shortest Path
instance from the given RX3C instance, is at least 26n.
Proof. By Proposition 6.5 we know that each of the subroof has weight at least 4.
Since “The Path” consists of n subroofs, with weight at least 4n. There are an
additional tail chain of 22n arcs, and note that there is an arc connecting TLC of
W1 (one end of “The Path”) to the end of the tail chain, and this arc should have
no less weight than “The Path” plus the tail chain, therefore, it must have at least
4n + 22n = 26n. Thus the objective value, i.e., the maximum arc weight, is at least
26n.
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Figure 6.9: Longest Arc of Weight 4n
So far, we have introduced The Widgets as the main graph component of the problem
instance. With The Widgets, we translate the master set into a collection of elements,
each of which are represented as a Widget. Within each Widget, we use three windows
to represent the subsets that contain this element. However, windows from different
widget that represents the same set has not yet been depicted at this point. This will
be resolved in the next section.
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6.1.3 Widget-Linking Arc Sequences
There is one more set of chains to add to The Widgets: the “widget-linking arc
sequences”. First we connect The Widgets to the RX3C instance by letting each
widget in The Widgets correspond to an element in the given RX3C instance and
each window correspond to a subset that contains the element. Thus, each widget has
three windows, which corresponds to the fact that each element is contained in exactly
3 sets. However, we haven’t had a way to incorporate the fact that each set contains
exactly three elements. In the following section, we will describe how to connect the
windows from different widgets that corresponds to the same set. We do that in the
following way. We first define two terms, Relative Position and Position Difference,
as follows:
Definition 6.9 (Relative Position). The relative position of a window in a widget W,
denoted by relpos(W), is the location of the window in a widget:
• 1 for the left position (LW);
• 2 for the center position (MW);
• 3 for the right position (RW).
Definition 6.10 (Position Difference). In The Widgets, the Position Difference be-
tween two windows Wi and Wj, i < j, denoted by posdef(Wi,Wj), is a value that
measures the length of the path between the corresponding nodes in two windows.
The actual value depends on the relative position of the two windows.
Let m = j − i, then if
• Wi and Wj are in the same relative position: posdif(Wi,Wj) = 4m;
• relpos(Wi)− relpos(Wj) = 1: posdif(Wi,Wj) = 4m− 2;
• relpos(Wi)− relpos(Wj) = 2: posdif(Wi,Wj) = 4m− 3;
• relpos(Wi)− relpos(Wj) = −1: posdif(Wi,Wj) = 4m+ 1;
• relpos(Wi)− relpos(Wj) = −2: posdif(Wi,Wj) = 4m+ 2.
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Since each set contains 3 elements, windows that corresponds to the same set appear
in 3 different widgets. From W1 to Wn, the 3 windows occur in an order, say in
widgets Wi,Wj,Wk, where i < j < k, and we call Wi the leading window. We will
add four arc sequences between the two windows in Wi and Wj, and between the two
windows in Wi and Wk in the following manner: the top left corner connects to the
bottom left corner, the top right corner connects to the bottom right corner, and so
on. The number of arcs along the arc sequences equals to the position difference of
the two windows. The following Figures illustrates all the cases.
Figure 6.10: Case 1
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Figure 6.11: Case 2
Figure 6.12: Case 3
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Figure 6.13: Case 4
Figure 6.14: Case 5
With the definition above, notice that for each pair of linked windows, the two pairs
of widget-linking arc sequences have the same number of arcs. Consider two windows
that are linked by four widget-linking arc sequences, and the paths between the top
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left corner of one window and bottom right corner of the other window. Among all
paths that connect the two end points, we will focus on two possible shortest paths:
one is to go through the chain first and then use the level 1 arc; the other is to go
through the level 2 arc first and then go through the chain. We set the path that use
the level 1 arc be the shortest. Note that from the definition of the widget-linking arc
sequence, the two chains have the same number of arcs, and they are enforced with
weight 1 by the “attach-a-chain” procedure, and thus the two chains have the same
weight, which leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 6.11. Let λ ∈ NR be a feasible solution to the instance. For two windows
that are linked by widget-linking arc sequence, let a, b, c, d represent the level 1 arc of
the first window, the level 2 arc of the first window, the level 1 arc of the second window
and the level 2 arc of the second window, respectively, then λa ≤ λd and λc ≤ λb.
Proof. Since W1 and W2 are linked, we know that the shortest path between the top
left corner of W1 and the bottom right corner of W2 is the one that goes through
the widget-linking arc sequence and then goes through the level 1 arc. Alternative to
this path, we can also go through the level 2 arc first and then reach the destination
through the other widget-linking arc sequence (Note that widget-linking arc sequence
always exist in a pair). Since any widget-linking chain pairs between W1 and W2
have the same weight by definition, we know that the level 1 arc of W1 is less than or
equal to the level 2 arc of W2. Similarly, we know that the level 1 arc of W2 is less
than or equal to the level 2 arc of W1, as desired.
Combine Proposition 6.7 and Proposition 6.11 we have the following:
Proposition 6.12 (Corollary of Proposition 6.7 and Proposition 6.11). Let λ ∈ N|A|
be a feasible solution to the instance. Suppose that the objective is 26n. For each
window, the level 1 arc and the level 2 arc has the same weight. Furthermore, for
windows W1 and W2 that are linked by widget-linking arc sequence, let a, b, c, d rep-
resent the level 1 arc of the first window, the level 2 arc of the first window, the level
1 arc of the second window and the level 2 arc of the second window, respectively,
λa = λb = λc = λd.
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Figure 6.15: An Example
Figure 6.15 shows the graph corresponding to an RX3C instance of 6 elements. The
set S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, the subsets are
• S1 = {1, 2, 3},
• S2 = {1, 4, 6},
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• S3 = {1, 2, 5},
• S4 = {3, 5, 6},
• S5 = {2, 4, 5},
• S6 = {3, 4, 6}.
The widget-linking arc sequences for element 2,4,5 are omitted. Note that the number
in the center of each window indicate the set it represents.
6.1.4 Prescribed Shortest Path
So far, we have defined the prescribed shortest paths for the following origin destina-
tion pair:
• TLC and TRC of each widget (the roof);
• TLC of W1 and the end of the tail chain (The Path plus the tail chain);
• Top left corner and bottom right corner of each window (the two-hop paths that
containst the level 2 arc);
• Top left corner of Wi and bottom right corner of Wj where Wi and Wj are linked
by widget-linking arc sequence (the “two-hop” paths that contains the level 1
arc).
For any pair of nodes (A,B) where at least one end, say A, lies on the attached chain
or the tail chain, the shortest path is defined to be the partial chain from A to the
root of the chain C, plus the shortest path between B and C, given that the all-pairs
shortest paths are defined. Hence, there is only one more case left, for which we will
do the following: for all the remaining pair of nodes, we add an arc between the nodes
and set the single arc to be the prescribed shortest path between its two end nodes.
With the addition of these arcs, and let D = 26n, we have finished the construction
of the instance, including a graph (network), the prescribed shortest path between all
pairs of nodes and the constant D.
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6.2 Proof: Part I
We will show in this section that if the objective value of the constructed instance is
26n, the corresponding RX3C instance is partitionable
By Proposition 6.8, we know that the objective value is at least 26n. Suppose that
the objective value is 26n. By Proposition 6.2 and Lemma 6.3, we know that all the
vertical arcs in the windows have weight 1, and all the arcs on widget-linking arc
sequences have weight 1, because of the “attach-a-chain” procedure. It also implies
that “The Path” plus the tail chain has weight equal to 26n and thus “The Path”
has weight 4n, so that all the subroofs of each widget have exactly weight 4. By
Proposition 6.6, we know that each widget will have exactly one level 2 arc with
weight 2, and the other ones with weight 1.
To show that the corresponding RX3C instance is partitionable, we select the sets that
correspond to the windows with both level 1 and level 2 arcs assigned with weight
2. By Proposition 6.12, we know that all the windows that are linked have the same
weight assigned to all of their level 1 and level 2 arcs . Therefore, this selection is a
partition because
1. Each widget has exactly one window selected, which means that every element
is covered;
2. The intersection of any two selected sets will be empty, since otherwise the
windows corresponding to these two sets will be in a same widget that represents
the element they share, and thus this widget has two windows whose horizontal
arcs are assigned with weight 2, contradiction.
Therefore we proved that if the objective value is 26n, the RX3C instance is parti-
tionable.
6.3 Proof: Part II
Suppose a given RX3C instance is partitionable. We will show that we can assign
weights to the arcs so that the All-Pair Inverse Shortest Path Problem has solutions
with objective value 26n.
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Proof Sketch: We know from the construction of the graph component that for any
feasible solution λ, “The Path” plus the tail chain has value at least 26n by Propo-
sition 6.8, and therefore since the path is the shortest, we can conclude that any
feasible solution “The Arc” has weight at least 26n. We will prove that the solution
we construct below is feasible, and any other arc in the graph has weight no larger
than 26n, which concludes that the objective value is 26n, and thus we are done.
Let I be a partition, the level 1 and level 2 arcs of the windows represent the sets
in I have weight 2. Since I is a partition, each widget has 1 and only has 1 window
assigned with weight 2. We then let “The Arc” have weight 26n and every other arc
that are on “The Widget”, the attached chains, the tail chain and the widget-linking
arc sequences, have weight 1. Let G be the subgraph of G with all the weighted arcs.
For each of the remaining arcs, the weight is equal to the weight of the shortest path
between the corresponding end points in G. Clearly this weight-assigning procedure
is done in polynomial time.
Now there are two steps left to complete the proof: first, verifying the shortest paths
(feasibility); second, showing that the objective value is indeed 26n.
6.3.1 Verifying the Prescribed Shortest Paths and All the
Other Paths
6.3.1.1 The Path
Between the TLC of W1 and the TRC of Wn, we have “The Arc” as well as “The
Path” plus the tail chain. We want “The Path” plus the tail chain to be the shortest.
Consider any path between TLC (of W1) and TRC (of Wn). We can partition the
path into a union of paths whose start and end nodes are both at level 2. We want
this partition to have as many subpaths as possible. Then there are only two types
of paths: (note that the arcs on “attached chain” will never be considered since using
them we are adding an extra cost of 22n, which is undesirable).
• Type I Path: Paths with only level 2 arcs;
• Type II Path: Paths that go to level 1 arcs and stay in level 1 until finally going
back to level 2.
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Suppose we can prove that the Type II path can always be replaced by Type I path
with the same start and end nodes, then it means the shortest path must consist of
only the level 2 nodes, and therefore, the shortest path is “The Path” plus the tail
chain.
Consider a Type II Path. It could either be within one widget or with at least two
widgets involved. If it is within one widget, it must go down to level 1, and then go
through in the level 1 arc and then go back up to level 2. Since level 1 arcs have
the same weight as level 2, this path will have weight 2 more than the corresponding
Type I path, since it travels through the vertical arcs twice, once up and once down,
inccurs 2 extra units of cost.
Consider the path that has two widgets involved. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the two widgets are adjacent to each other, otherwise, the length of both
Type I and Type II paths for the same start and end nodes will increase by a same
constant (4 times the number of widgets in between). There are 16 cases, which are
shown in the following figures, and these are an enumeration of all cases because it
is essentially a Cartesian product of all the level 2 nodes of one widget and all the
level 1 nodes (equivalent nodes which connects to the same level 2 node by a vertical
arc count as 1 nodes), which consists of 4 × 4 = 16 cases. In the following figures,
bold path represents the type 2 path and the bold dotted path represents the level 2
path; A is the start node and B is the end node. Without loss of generality, we only
include the case where the path starts from node A and goes through the arc sequence
to the other widget, and goes up to node B. Alternatively we may choose to start
the path AB from going down to level 1, and use the arc sequence to reach B, which
has exactly the same cost as the one we choose above, due to the fact that the arc
sequence that connects the same pair of windows has the same length. Therefore, we
can omit the discussion of it. Also note that for Case 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 15 below,
there are two possible routes, and the arc sequences these routes use have the same
length, because the position difference is the same. Most cases that involve either
TLC or TRC may not seem to exist, but considering the assumption that TRC and
TLC from consecutive widgets are the same nodes, which realize all the cases, and it
is explained in Figure 6.32.
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Figure 6.16: Case 1 Figure 6.17: Case 2
Figure 6.18: Case 3 Figure 6.19: Case 4
Figure 6.20: Case 5 Figure 6.21: Case 6
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Figure 6.22: Case 7 Figure 6.23: Case 8
Figure 6.24: Case 9 Figure 6.25: Case 10
Figure 6.26: Case 11 Figure 6.27: Case 12
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Figure 6.28: Case 13 Figure 6.29: Case 14
Figure 6.30: Case 15 Figure 6.31: Case 16
Note that the last four cases are actually equivalent to the first four cases since the
top right corner is essentially the top left corner of the next widget as shown in the
Figure 6.32:
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Figure 6.32: Equivalence of the Case 1-4 with Case 13-16
The graph above also proves that the definition of the position difference, reflected by
the length of the arc sequences, is consistent with the fact that the TRC of Wi is the
same as TLC of Wi+1 for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1.
For all of the 16 cases shown above, we can see that each of the dotted path has
weight less than or equal to the thick path by the construction of the widget-linking
arc sequences. Therefore, we can conclude that “The Path” is the shortest path
between the TLC of W1 and the TRC of Wn.
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Consider the path that has three widgets involved, namely Wi,Wj,Wk, where i < j <
k, as shown in Figure 6.33, where the path is A→ B → C through two arc sequences
AB and BC. Let L1 denote the cost (length) of the arc sequence AB, and L2 denote
the cost (length) of the arc sequence BC, and let LXY denote the cost of level 2 path
from nodes X to Y , then we first note that LAC = LDC − LDA. Also from the proof
of “The Path” we know that that LDC ≤ L2 + cDB = L2 + 1, therefore we have
LAC = LDC − LDA ≤ L2 + 1− LDA ≤ L2 ≤ L2 + L1,
and thus, we proved that the level 2 path from A to C is less than the union of the
two arc sequences AB and BC combined.
Figure 6.33: the path that goes through three widgets
Note that Type II paths cannot have more than 3 widgets involved, since from each
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window, there are at most two other windows that are connected by the widget-linking
arc sequences. Therefore, each window can go to at most two other windows without
passing a level 2 node.
Thus, we’ve shown that any Type II path can be replaced by the Type I path with
the same start and end node without incurring more costs.
Therefore, this case is verified.
6.3.1.2 The Roof
Since “the Path” is the shortest path between TLC of W1 and TRC of Wn, by principle
of optimality, we know that the all level 2 subpaths are shortest paths between their
origin and destination, therefore, since TLC and TRC of each widget are level 2 nodes,
we know that the level 2 path between TLC and TRC of each widget is the shortest
path, with weight 4. Since the roof of each widget also has weight 4, we know that
the roof is also the shortest path between TLC and TRC of any widget. Thus, this
case is verified.
6.3.1.3 Within Window
Consider the bottom right corner of any window. If we want to go to the top left
corner, one way is that we can stay within the window in two ways, one uses the level
1 arc and the other uses the level 2 arc. Since we set the weights so that the level 1
and level 2 arc of the same window has the same value, and also we set the vertical
arc with weight 1, we can conclude that the two paths have the same weight, either 2
or 3. The other choice is to jump across to another widget, from the analysis in the
roof section we know that this type of path has at least weight 4. Thus, any path of
this kind will have weight at least 3. Therefore, this case is verified.
The only exception occurs when the two windows are adjacent and are across two
widgets as follows:
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Figure 6.34: The Adjacent Cross-widget Windows
Note that the two thick arcs are in fact the same arc, since the two level 2 nodes are
actually contracted, which makes the arc sequence (one arc) the short cut between
the top left corner and the bottom right corner of the window. Because of this, this
arc, with weight 1, becomes the shortcut between the top left node and the bottom
right node of the window.
To avoid this, we only need to make sure the adjacent windows across widgets never
represent the same sets. We avoid this by making sure RW of Wi and LW of Wi+1
represent different sets, for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. We do this by going through each
window in sequence and if two sets are adjacent, then we swap the latter set with its
immediate neighbour. As sets are unique within a widget, we know we only have to
do this once.
Cross Windows: For each two windows that are connected by the widget-linking
arc sequences, we want to enforce the level 1 arc to be no longer than the level 2
arc, i.e., the shortest path between the TLC of Wi that contains the first window
to the bottom right corner of Wj that contains the second window is the one uses
the level 1 arc, and similarly, the shortest path between the bottom left corner of Wi
and the TRC of Wj is the one uses the level 1 arc as well, which can be seen from
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Figure 6.35: (the thick paths indicate the shortest path between the corresponding
origin and destination, and the dashed ones are the alternatives).
Figure 6.35: Illustration of the Cross-Widgets shortest paths
As we proved that with the weight setup at the beginning of this section, “The Path”
is the shortest path, by principle of optimality, any subpath of “The Path”, i.e., any
path that consists of only the level 2 path, is the shortest path between its end nodes.
For the rest of this proof, we denote X
lvl2 path−−−−−→ Y the shortest path from X to Y
that uses level 2 arcs exclusively, i.e., the subpath of “The Path”.
We consider the origin-destination pair (A,B) in the graph above. Below we enumer-
ate the possible paths between the A,B, in order to show path A → F → B is the
shortest between A and B. Note that due to symmetry, the path A → F → B is
equivalent to the path B → F → A. Also note that from point B, we can either go
to F , D or E.
• B → D: Since the shortest path from D to A is the long level 2 path based
on the principle of optimality. Therefore, the shortest path between AB in this
case is B → D lvl2 path−−−−−−→ A.
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• B → E: The shortest path between E to A is the arc EA. So the shortest path
is B → E lvl2 path−−−−−−→ A.
• B → F : either F → A or F → H lvl2 path−−−−−−→ A. Note that the path B → F →
H
lvl2 path−−−−−−→ A has weight equals to B → D lvl2 path−−−−−−→ A; the path B → F → A
has weight equals to the path B → E → A, since the arc sequences AF and
BE have the same number of arcs, and hence the same weight.
We define posdif(XY ) be the position difference of two windows whose bottom left
corner are X, Y respectively. Combine the three cases above, we only need to compare
A → F → B and A lvl2 path−−−−−−→ H → D → B. Consider A → F → B, it has
weight equals to the position difference between C and F , by the definition of the arc
sequences, plus the weight of arc BF , denoted as c(FB), i.e.,
posdif(CF ) + c(FB).
On the other hand, we first prove the following proposition:
Proposition 6.13. Consider two level 2 nodes A,H, A
lvl2 path−−−−−→ H have weight at
least the position difference between C and F minus 1, where C,F are two level 1
nodes joined with A,H, respectively, as shown in Figure 6.35 i.e., posdif(CF )− 1.
Proof. Consider the level 2 subpath from A to H, A
lvl2 path−−−−−−→ H. Assume that A is
in widget W1 and H is in widget W2, and there are m − 1 widgets in between W1
and W2. We cut the path A
lvl2 path−−−−−−→ H into three pieces: P1 = A lvl2 path−−−−−−→ H ∩W1
(the level 2 subpath from A that is contained in W1), P2 = A
lvl2 path−−−−−−→ H ∩W2 (the
level 2 subpath to H that is contained in W2), and the level 2 subpath in the widgets
between W1 and W2, namely P3. Notice that with the current weight setting, the
weight of P3 is fixed and equals to 4(m− 1).
Consider the five cases where the position difference was defined, and each of the
following cases corresponds to Figure 6.10 (Case 1), Figure 6.11 (Case 2), Figure 6.12
(Case 3), Figure 6.13 (Case 4), Figure 6.14 (Case 5),
Case1: There are three arcs in P1 ∪ P2, and each of them can have weight as small as
1, so λP1 + λP2 + λP3 = 4(m− 1) + 3× 1 = 4m− 1 = posdif(CF )− 1,
Case2: There are two arcs in P1∪P2, and each of them can have weight as small as 1,
so λP1 +λP2 +λP3 = 4(m−1)+2×1 = 4m−2 ≥ (4m−2)−1 = posdif(CF )−1,
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Case3: There are one arcs in P1∪P2, and each of them can have weight as small as 1,
so λP1 +λP2 +λP3 = 4(m−1)+1×1 = 4(m−1)+1 = 4m−3 ≥ (4m−3)−1 =
posdif(CF )− 1,
Case4: There are four arcs in P1∪P2, and each of them can have weight as small as 1,
so λP1 + λP2 + λP3 = 4(m− 1) + 4× 1 = 4(m− 1) + 4 = 4m = (4m+ 1)− 1 =
posdif(CF )− 1,
Case5: There are five arcs in P1∪P2, and each of them can have weight as small as 1,
so λP1 +λP2 +λP3 = 4(m−1)+5×1 = 4(m−1)+5 = 4m+1 = (4m+2)−1 =
posdif(CF )− 1.
As we enumerate all the possibilities of position differences, and we can conclude that
the weight of A
lvl2 path−−−−−−→ H is at least posdif(CF)− 1.
H → D → B has weight equals to the weight of arc FB plus 1 (weight of arc DB).
Therefore, the weight of A
lvl2 path−−−−−−→ H → D → B is at least
posdif(CF )− 1 + c(FB) + 1 = posdif(CF ) + c(FB),
which equals to the weight of A → F → B. Therefore, A → F → B is the shortest
path between A and B. Similar argument can be applied to the origin-destination
pair C,D by comparing the weight of C → G→ D and C → A lvl2 path−−−−−−→ D.
Therefore, this case is verified.
Now, we have verified all the prescribed shortest paths that are the shortest under
the weights. For all other pairs of nodes, we have several cases:
• Both nodes are on the same widget-linking arc sequence: we will choose just
the path on the arc sequence connecting the two nodes. It is the shortest path
because any arc sequence is the shortest path, and the principle of optimality
implies the result.
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Figure 6.36: Path from A to B in the same widget-linking arc sequence
• Both nodes are part of the “attached chain”: we set the path on the chain
connecting the two nodes to be the shortest, and clearly it is the shortest.
Figure 6.37: Path from A to B in the same chain.
• One node is in an “attached chain”: we set the shortest path to be the shortest
path from the other node to the root of the chain union a subset of the chain to
reach the target node. This type of paths are shortest because for any node in
the chain, if it tries to reach any other node outside of this chain, it has to pass
through the root of the chain first.
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Figure 6.38: Path from A to B crossing C as a root of a chain containing B
• One node is in the tail chain: we set the shortest path to be the shortest path
from the other node to the top right corner of the last widget union a subset of
the chain to reach the target node. Similar reason from last case applies.
• All the other cases (nodes on the widgets and on the widget-linking arc se-
quences): Note that we added an arc to connect the pair of nodes and let these
single arcs be the shortest paths between its two adjacent nodes. Each of these
arcs can be assigned with the weight exactly equal to the weight of the shortest
path of the corresponding start and end nodes upon the removal of the arc itself,
and all the properties of the widgets remains unchanged.
6.3.2 Verifying the Objective Value
At last, we will show why the objective is indeed 26n. In fact, since the arc with
largest cost is the arc that connects the TLC of W1 and the end of the tail chain,
which has cost 26n, it is sufficient to show that any arc has weight at most 26n. The
only other arcs that can have weights more than 2 are the ones added at the end
whose cost equals to the cost of the shortest path between its two end nodes. Note
that the weight of these arcs equal to the weight of the shortest path bewteen the
two end nodes if we remove the arc. To analyze the weight of these extra arcs, we
can in fact remove all of them and prove that in the remainder graph, the shortest
path between any two nodes in “The Widgets” but the attached chains and the tail
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chain, has cost at most 26n. The subgraph includes arcs only from the original widget
structure, i.e., the windows and the roofs, plus all the widget-linking arc sequences.
In fact, consider any two nodes on the windows or the roofs. Since the total number of
arcs on the widgets structure (windows plus the roofs) are 16n, and for each widget,
there are exactly two arcs with weight 2, and every other arc has weight 1, so the
sum of the weight of all the arcs on windows and roofs are 18n, and thus any path
between this pair of nodes can have weight at most 18n. On the other hand, we know
that the largest possible arc sequence is the one that connects the LW of W1 and the
RW of Wn, which has weight at most 4n. Therefore, for any two points, the shortest
path must not exceed 18n+ 4n+ 4n = 26n.
Therefore, we’ve shown that the objective is 26n.
Thus, given a partitionable instance, the corresponding routing problem is feasible
and the optimal value is 26n.
This completes the reduction.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this dissertation, we went through the Internet routing problem where traffic is
congested, and saw approaches developed in practice, such as Random Early Detection
(RED). Motivated by all the previous work, we modelled the OSPF routing problem
under RED as a Integer non-linear math program, which found a routing policy that
attempts to optimize the total flow delivered when network is operated under RED.
and showed that the program is non-convex. We also introduced the Inverse Shortest
Path problem that we used to convert the derived policy into OSPF arc weights.
We considered the All-Pair variants of the OSPF routing problem under RED and
the Inverse Shortest Path problem and we proved that both of these problems are
NP-Hard.
We conducted experiments to test the performance of our model using traffic data
from 3 real-world research networks. We used the corresponding industry standard
OSPF policies as benchmarks. Using an off-the-shelf solver, Bonmin, we obtained
local solutions for all hourly instance of 3 networks, and did a comparison of the
total flow received between the derived policy and the benchmark. We showed that
our policy outperformed the industry benchmark in general. In addition, we use a
min-max approach to develop a robust model that produces one policy that takes
into account one full week of traffic demands. The experiments for the robust model
show that we can obtain a robust policy from the solver; at the same time, the robust
policy outperformed the industry standard as well. Moreover, we tested whether the
generated path from our models were realizable, and the results show that every policy
was OSPF-configurable.
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7.1 Future Work
First, in this thesis we focused exclusively on the OSPF routing protocol, or short-
est path protocols in general. Specifically, our model derived one simple path for
each origin-destination pair, meaning that all the flow must be sent through a unique
node-disjoint path. However, there are other protocols in practice that do not have
this constraint. Commodities under these protocols may be sent over multiple paths.
For example, equal-cost multipath routing is based on the shortest path algorithm
but equally split the flow over all equally weighted paths, i.e., there may be multi-
ple shortest paths for each origin-destination pair. These routing problem were also
considered in the Traffic Engineering problem, but few have attempted to incorporate
Active Queue Management into the formulation.
Second, we showed that the All-Pair Inverse Shortest Path Problem is NP-Hard;
however, it should be noted that we assumed that the prescribed shortest paths were
not necessarily the unique shortest path. Our proof was inspired by Bley’s work; while
in his work, he assumed that the paths were uniquely the shortest. It is still open
whether it is hard to solve the All-Pair Inverse Shortest Path Problem where paths
must be unique shortest paths.
Finally, our experiments showed that all the generated policy of our model is OSPF-
configurable, and more importantly, the weights were mostly in the order of 10. This
was an interesting observation since in the Abilene Network and CANARIE, the arc
metrics were in the order of 104. The necessary conditions for a set of paths to be
OSPF realizable were discussed [10]. In our setting, the all-pairs assumption implies
that the subgraph induced by the paths from the same origin must form a shortest
path tree, providing a necessary condition that the non-all-pairs counterpart was not
able to incorporate. It is yet to be shown why all the instances were realizable and
why all the arc weights are significantly smaller than the industry standard.
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Appendix A
Ampl Code
A.1 Model III
param K;
# THE COMMODITY INDEX
set Commodities := 1..K;
param V;
# THE VERTEX INDEX
set Vertices := 1..V;
# THE EDGE SET
set Edge within{Vertices, Vertices};
param beta;
param cap {Edge};
param M := 10;
# THE SOURCE QUANTITY
param Source {Commodities};
# THE COST VALUE
param Cost {Commodities};
# THE FOLLOWING THREE SETS IS USED TO SPECIFY THE GRAPH
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# AND THE CORRESPONDING OD PAIR; MORE DETAILED INFO
# WOULD BE SPECIFIED IN THE DAT FILE
# THE ORIGIN SET
set Orig within {Vertices, Commodities};
# THE DESTINATION SET
set Dest within {Vertices, Commodities};
# THE COMMODITY PAIR REPRESENTING ALL O-D D-O
set CommPair within {Commodities, Commodities};
####################################################################
# the Variable x representing the received flow of Commodity k
# at each node i
# the x_i,k in the paper
####################################################################
var x {Vertices, Commodities} >= 0;
####################################################################
# the Variable representing the proportion of flow of Commodity k
# sending from node i to node j; here for each commodity there will
# be only one destination node from each node
# i.e. Binary variable subject to that sum = 1
# the alpha_i,j,k in the paper
####################################################################
var portion {Edge, Commodities} binary;
####################################################################
# the Variable representing the proportion of flow of Commodity k
# sending from root i; here for each commodity there will
# be only one destination node from each node
# i.e. Binary variable subject to that sum = 1
# the alpha_i,j,u in the paper
####################################################################
var portiontotal {Edge, Vertices} binary;
####################################################################
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# a intermediate variable representing all the flow received at node j
# (could be multicommodity node)
# corresponding to the summation in the RED constraints in the paper
####################################################################
var total {Edge};
####################################################################
# an intermediate variable to specify the gain function f,
# for each arc
# corresponding to the gain function f in the paper
####################################################################
var f {Edge};
# OBJECTIVE: MAXIMIZE THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF WEIGHTED FLOW AT DESTINATION
maximize WEIGHTEDFLOW:
sum {(i,k) in Dest} Cost[k]*x[i,k];
####################################################################
# Origin Condition Constraint
# x_ok,k = s_k in the paper
####################################################################
subject to OrigCond {(i,k) in Orig}:
x[i,k] = Source[k];
####################################################################
# the new Conservation Constraints
####################################################################
subject to SourConserv1 {k in Commodities}:
sum {(i,k) in Orig, (i,j) in Edge} portion[i,j,k] = 1;
subject to SourConserv2 {k in Commodities}:
sum {(i,k) in Orig, (j,i) in Edge} portion[j,i,k] = 0;
subject to DestConserv1 {k in Commodities}:
sum {(i,k) in Dest, (j,i) in Edge} portion[j,i,k] = 1;
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subject to DestConserv2 {k in Commodities}:
sum {(i,k) in Dest, (i,j) in Edge} portion[i,j,k] = 0;
subject to BalanceConserv0 {(k,l) in CommPair, (u,v) in Edge}:
portion[u,v,k] = portion[v,u,l];
subject to BC {(j,k) in {Vertices, Commodities} diff (Dest union Orig)}:
sum{(i,j) in Edge}portion[i,j,k]=sum{(j,i) in Edge}portion[j,i,k];
subject to OPC {(j,k) in {Vertices, Commodities} diff (Dest union Orig)}:
sum {(i,j) in Edge} portion[i,j,k] <= 1;
subject to TreeConstraint {u in Vertices}:
sum {(i,j) in Edge} portiontotal[i,j,u] = V-1;
subject to RootSubGraphSingle {(u,k) in Orig, (i,j) in Edge}:
portion[i,j,k] <= portiontotal[i,j,u];
####################################################################
# the Main flow constraints, Random Early Detection
# The flor received at node j for commodity k is a sum over the flow
# sent from all arcs and multiply by the RED factor
# sum_i,j alpha_i,j,k * x_i,k * f(sum_k alpha_i,j,k * x_i,k) = x_j,k
####################################################################
subject to RED {(j,k) in {Vertices, Commodities} diff Orig}:
sum {(i,j) in Edge} portion[i,j,k]*x[i,k]*f[i,j] = x[j,k];
####################################################################
# Constraints worked for the helper variables
####################################################################
subject to TotalFlowIn {(i,j) in Edge}:
total[i,j] = sum {k in Commodities} portion[i,j,k]*x[i,k];
subject to Approximate {(i,j) in Edge}:
f[i,j] = cap[i,j]/(cap[i,j]+total[i,j]);
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A.2 ISP Model
param K;
set V := 1..K;
set Edge within {V,V};
set Path within {V,Edge};
var y {V,V};
var c {Edge} integer >= 0;
maximize void: 0;
subject to Opt {(u,w,v) in Path}:
y[u,v] - y[u,w] = c[w,v];
subject to Err {(u,w,v) in {V,Edge} diff Path}:
y[u,v] - y[u,w] <= c[w,v] - 1;
subject to Pos {(v,w) in Edge}:
c[v,w] >= 1;
subject to Bal {(v,w) in Edge}:
c[v,w] = c[w,v];
subject to Zeros {u in V}:
y[u,u] = 0;
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Appendix B
Sample Policies
B.1 Abilene Network
Figure B.1: Sample policy for Abilene Network
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Figure B.2: Sample policy for TWAREN
Figure B.3: Sample policy for CANARIE
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